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PRESIDENT’S REPORT – 
December 2013 

The Sub Branch held its final 
General Meeting for 2013 last 
Tuesday 17

th
 December.  It 

was probably the shortest 
meeting we have had this year 

(14 minutes) and yet was attended by 
more than three times the number of 
members that usually attend !!   

Perhaps the explanation lies in the fact 
that following the meeting, the attendees 
were invited to partake of President’s 
Drinks (a long time annual tradition) to 
celebrate the Christmas season.  A very 
good day (drinks turned off at 5.30pm) 
and the General Account hit. 

Our financial year ends on the 31st 
December each year, and renewals of 
membership are now being received.   

It is time also to reflect on the past year 
and what the Sub Branch has done.  
Rather than diarise the activities by event 
(everything from welfare and pension 
assistance, to medical missions, 
celebration of significant days of 
remembrance, Australia Day Fiesta etc 
etc) to me the most significant feature of 

the year has been the very many 
members who have all done their bit in 
different activities to see things run 
smoothly.  It is difficult to list the names of 
all individuals and you know if you were 
actively involved. To you all, on behalf of 
the membership, I convey my thanks and 
hope this will continue. 

We do need volunteers urgently in 
connection with our Saturday raffles at 
Phillies.  Graham Ross and Rudy Olree 
have tirelessly attended each Saturday 
night through the year, and as well on 
Friday afternoons to put the prizes 
together.  They do need a back up team, 
not to take over, but to perhaps step in 
say one Saturday in each month, to give 
them a break. If you could spare that time 
perhaps with a mate please contact me or 
Graham or Rudy to discuss the 
arrangements.  It is one of the few 
activities that involves bar hopping as 
necessary to achieve the end result !! 

For the last month our club rooms, 
generously made available by the 
Ponderosa Hotel at no charge to the Club 
for many years now, are being re roofed 
and fitted out at our expense.  Gary 
Barnes undertook this project and has 

been closely working with Architect Rick 
on the project.  Probably still quite a few 
weeks to go but has been a big project.   
Ironic that at his first meeting as a 
member, Rick “volunteered” his services 
to design and contract the works!! 

I suppose many of us are looking for a 
break over the Christmas/ New Year 
period.  However your Australia Day 
Fiesta Committee will be active in 
finalizing arrangements for the Fiesta on 
Sunday January 26

th
 2014.  Stalls are still 

available and bookings and entries for the 
Curry Cook Off are sought.  Please 
contact VP Greg Mann for details and 
bookings.   

Rob Cairns is back in town and is 
supervising the sale and distribution of 
raffle books for our monster giant raffle to 
be drawn at the Fiesta.  Please contact 
Rob (09994136121) for a supply of books 
for sale.  The Php40,000.00 first prize is 
proving very attractive. 

Finally a reminder of our annual trip to 
Lingayen on January 9

th
 2014.   We are 

invited each year by the Governor of 
Pangasinan to attend the annual 
Memorial Day commemorating the 
second landing in the Philippines and the 
day is always a very moving experience.  
Australia had thirteen RAN ships amongst  

the fleet that carried US marines who 
made the landing.  You will need to make 
your own arrangements for transport and 

President’s Report 
by James Curtis-Smith – President 
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accommodation and dress for the day is 
Barong.  Medals are also worn. 
Accommodation can be checked out on 
the web page for Lingayen. 

I wish all members a very Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year. 

JAMES E. CURTIS-SMITH 

President 

19
th

 December 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 

TAKE NOTICE that the Annual General 
Meeting of the Angeles City Sub Branch 

 

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 

TAKE NOTICE that the Annual General 
Meeting of the Angeles City Sub Branch 
of the RSL will be held in the Clubrooms 
at the Ponderosa Hotel at 2.00pm on 
Tuesday 17

th
 February 2014. 

At the meeting all positions will be 
declared vacant and nominations are 
sought for President (Service member), 
two Vice Presidents (one of whom must 
be a Service member), Secretary and 
Treasurer and eight ( 8) Committee 
members.  At the meeting an Auditor will 
also be appointed. 

In accordance with meeting requirements 
no General Business can be introduced at 
the AGM 

Following the AGM, a short General 
meeting will be held at which General 
Business will be accepted. 

JAMES E. CURTIS-SMITH 

President 

 

 

New Members: Trond Larsen 
(A/C) * Kennie Jones (A/C) * 
Russell Gravitt (A/C) * Philiip 
Oxlade (A/C) * Jenny Jackson 
(TAS) * Dave Ware (QLD) * Elias 
Tadros (A/C) * Peter Moore (A/C) 
* John Deschamps (USA) * Alan 
Smith (A/C) * Keith Lindland  
(A/C) * Barry Thomas Irwin (QLD) 
* Barry Howes (NSW) *  

Welcome back to: Lita Pelham 
(A/C) * Kenneth Tongue (A/C) * 
Stuart Anthony Lakin (A/C) * 

 
RSL EVENTS SCHEDULE JANUARY 2014 

Phillies Sports & Grill Raffle every Saturday at 6.00 PM.  

Weekly CHARITY Raffle DRAW NOW EVERY Wednesday at Emotions Nite Club at 6.00 PM. 

Tuesday 7th JANUARY * 2.00 PM... Australia Day Fiesta Plus COMMITTEE Meeting * Social Tuesday 2.00pm 
PONDEROSA * 4.00 pm Moons * Robbies * Sit Back Relax 
Thursday 9th January LINGAYEN MEMORIAL 
Tuesday 14th   2.00 PM WELFARE COMMITTEE * 2.00 Social Tuesday Ponderosa * 4.00pm Friends *Rocking Horse * 
Lost In Asia 
Tuesday 21st  MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING * 2.00pm  Social Tuesday Ponderosa * 4.00pm  Silly Hat * Green 
Bottle * Hang Out 
AUSTRALIA DAY FIESTA STREET PARTY SUNDAY NOON JANUARY 26TH FIELDS AVE  
Tuesday 28th 2.00 PM Australia Day Fiesta Committee * 2.00pm Social Tuesday Ponderosa * 4.00pm * BABY 
DOLLS *FIRE PIT *ICE BAR 

MEDICAL MISSION FEBRUARY 1, 2014 
CUAYAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (more to follow in January newsletter) 
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HMAS Tobruk 

arrives in Ormoc 

for Operation 

PHILIPPINES 

ASSIST 

As HMAS (Her Majesty’s 
Australian Ship) Tobruk 

steamed into Ormoc on the 
morning of 26 November, a 
light mist hid much of the 

city’s devastation. 

It wasn’t until the mist lifted 
and the ship anchored just 

offshore that the true extent 
of the destruction became 

apparent. 

Trees that hadn’t been 
uprooted had been stripped 

bare of their leaves, revealing 
scenes reminiscent of a 
bushfire. 

As far as the eye could see 

were houses with their roofs 
ripped off, but despite the 

widespread damage, Filipino 
kids were still running around 

the beaches smiling and 
waving. 

Two Rigid Hulled Inflatable 
Boats with divers from 

Clearance Diving Team Four, 
and the ship’s boat carrying 

Navy hydrographers, were 
the first into the water to 
begin their tasks of checking 

the conditions around the 
port areas. 

A pair of 35 Water Transport 

Squadron LARC Vs 
(amphibious cargo vehicles) 

were next into the water, 
reversing carefully down 
Tobruk’s stern ramp, before 

setting off to conduct a 
reconnaissance of the shore 

line. 

One LARC drove onto a beach 
near the city centre and 
instantly drew a large crowd 

of interested onlookers, many 
of them children. 

While reconnaissance was 

conducted, the ship’s Army 
detachment lowered two 

mechanised landing craft into 
the water, causing the big 
ship to list to starboard 

briefly. 

Later LARCs ferried elements 
of 3rd Combat Engineer 

Regiment ashore. With the 
arrival of HMAS Tobruk, the 

next stage of Operation 
PHILIPPINES ASSIST is well 
under way. 

Eyewitness account by 

Sergeant Dave Morley 

27 November 2013 

_______________________ 

HMAS Tobruk arrives to 
support recovery in the 

Philippines 

HMAS Tobruk has arrived to 
commence recovery support 
operations in the Ormoc 

region of Leyte Island to 
assist the Philippines 

government repair the 
damage caused by Typhoon 
Haiyan. 

HMAS Tobruk, which sailed 

from Townsville on 18 
November with a Recovery 

Support Force onboard, 
arrived on 26 November and 

is disembarking Army 
personnel from Townsville’s 
3rd Combat Engineer 

Regiment today by landing 
craft. The engineers will 

commence a range of tasks 
from Thursday 28 November 
including road clearing and 

quick impact tasks such as 
debris clean-up in public 

areas. 

Commander of Joint Task 
Force 630 Lieutenant Colonel 
Rod Lang, from the Army’s 

Deployable Joint Task Force 
Headquarters in Brisbane, 

says the area received 
widespread damage from the 
typhoon and will benefit 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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greatly from Australian 
assistance. 

“We visited this area last 

week and it was devastated. 
Most houses were destroyed 

or without roofs, but despite 
this the people were calm and 
doing the best they could,” 

Lieutenant Colonel Lang said. 

 “The Joint Task Force of 
Navy, Army and Air Force 

elements will provide 
assistance, together with 

other Australian government 

agencies, to the Philippines 
government to help the 

people of the region recover 
and move on with their lives.” 

A reconnaissance by Defence 

and Australian government 
personnel last week in the 
Ormoc region highlighted the 

widespread damage caused 
by Typhoon Haiyan. Local 

Philippine officials estimated 
most structures in the region 
suffered some form of 

damage from high winds and 
identified the area would 

benefit greatly from 
Australian assistance. 

The Recovery Support Force 

is supported by a team of 
Navy, Army, Air Force and 

Australian government 
personnel based at Ormoc 
Airport on the Island of Leyte 

and Mactan International 
Airport at Cebu. Airlift support 

to the task force is being 
provided by Royal Australian 
Air Force C-130J Hercules and 

C-17A Globemaster aircraft. 

------------------//------------ 

 

 

 

Heavy Lift Ship HMAS Tobruk 

 

You do not see this everyday, a USAF C-17  with 675 evacuees from 
Tacloban to Mactan after Typhoon Yolanda 

HERE IS A LITTLE BIT OF SUB BRANCH HISTORY 

Would you believe that 20 years ago this month, 21 Australians and one American congregated in the Platinum bar (where Dr Holmes bar is 
today) to listen to Ken Slide, the dad of our webmaster Gerald, read a letter from RSL HQ in Canberra answering questions that Ken had posed 
to them in a letter some weeks prior. 

Ken had asked how we could set up an RSL here in Angeles City. 

As a result of that letter, 21 Australians agreed to go ahead and make preparations to set up a Sub Branch. That day we formed a steering 
committee who investigated several matters. They reported back in two weeks having found no impediments. 

That resulted in the steering committee being renamed ‘temporary committee’ thus we then started off our unofficial Sub Branch. 

For those who have seen our Charter in the club room would have noticed that the official date for our existence was 25th of April 1994.  This 
had actually been pre-dated to enable our ‘temporary President’ George Bradman to bring it back with him from Australia in February that 
year. 

So it is 20 years anniversary as a temporary Sub Branch this month and our official 20th anniversary will be ANZAC Day next year.  Ed 
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HOW TO KEEP OUT OF TROUBLE THIS FESTIVE SEASON 

For those members who live in Angeles City this advice will be nothing new, but for those 
visiting and planning on having the time of their lives, it may be informative. 

So how can you keep yourselves out of the ‘glag’, not just for the festive season, but for always. 
Here are a few tips: 

DON’T pick up any strays from the street. 

DON’T stop and chat to any locals that you do not know. 

DON’T get that drunk that you lose you faculties and do not know where or who you are. 

DON’T walk along darkened streets at night by yourself, more so if you are drunk. Go in pairs or 
a group. 

DON’T buy anything from vendors walking up and down the street hawking tasers, knives, 
trungeons, viagra and other preparations, cards, cigarettes, just to name a few items. 

DON’T respond to anyone asking “do you remember me, I’m the security guard at your hotel/ 
bus driver/ trike driver. Just keep walking. 

DON’T take any more money with you that you cannot afford to lose. 

DON’T carry your wallet in your back pocket. It won’t stay there long’ 

DON’T wear jewellery that can be easily seen and grabbed. 

DON’T accept that everyone is 18+ years old. If they cannot produce ID with a birthdate, keep 
looking. Underage will result in a trip to the lock-up, guaranteed. 

If you enter a ‘meaningful overnight relationship’, DON’T allow that person to open the door 
so that a niece/sister or whoever to use the toilet. There will be a second knock on the door 
with an irate mother/aunt and a policeman holding a birth certificate up showing the 
niece/sister to be only 15 years old. RESULT. A trip to an ATM or the lock-up, or both. 

DON’T allow yourself to be a victim of very smart pick-pockets. They come to Angeles from 
other places just for the easy pickings of tourists. 

DON’T accept an offer to go somewhere and play cards. It’s the oldest scam in the books, so 
refuse. 

DON’T start a fight with a local. Dire results may occur.  

Anyway fella’s, I don’t have enough paper to continue with the list, just BE DAMN CAREFUL 
AND BE AWARE OF YOUR ENVIRONMENT. 

 

DOES THIS SOUND LIKE A GOOD 

IDEA 

For those holidaying in Angeles City 
this Christmas, how about doing a good 
thing and donate some blood for credit 
to the Sub Branch blood bank. Just 
report to the Angeles University 
Foundation (AUF) Hospital and find 
your way to the Red Cross blood 
donation centre. Don’t forget to 
stipulate that it is for the RSL Sub 
Branch. Your donation will be most 
appreciated. 

                                  ADVERTICEMENT  

SALVATORE'S 

09294986091 
For Pizza and all Italian pasta dishes 

NEW SALVATORE'S DIAMOND 24/7 
DELIVERY  

RSL MEMBERS 10% DISCOUNT (advise 
when ordering you are a RSL Member) 

045-892-0901 /045 624-7479 

LOCATED AT MARBLE INN  S.L. Arosa 
Street Diamond Subd, Balibago. 
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CHRISTMAS TIME 

FESTIVITIES 

For our Sub Branch members located in 
Angeles City, Christmas time festivities 
start with the final meeting of the year and 
the enjoyment of the president’s drinks and 
snacks. 

It is all down the throat from there.  So 
here are some words of wisdom about 
keeping the dreaded ‘the morning after 
hang-over’ at bay: 

Chinese Researchers Declare 
Which Soda Makes the 
Perfect Hangover Cure 

Published at 10:00 AM on October 

13, 2013 By Nick Petrillo 

Put down the ibuprofen, pour out your hair of 
the dog and don’t even think about brewing 
another pot of coffee, because researchers at 
Sun Yat-Sen University’s School of Public 

Health have ruled that Sprite is the single 

best way to cure a hangover. More 
specifically, the researchers found that the 
ingredients in Sprite work better than any 
found in the 56 other tested beverages at 
breaking down acetaldehyde, a harsh 
byproduct of alcohol that ultimately ends up 
lingering in your system after a Friday night 
of overindulgence. The study was published 
in the September 2013 issue of Food and 
Function. 

The general consensus in the scientific 
community is that alcohol by itself is not to 
blame for the common hangover, but rather 
it is the result of the body’s natural inability 
to metabolize alcohol without emitting 
various metabolic by-products. 
Acetaldehyde is the primary culprit here, and 
it is probably the reason your head is 
pounding so badly. The only way to make the 
side-effects of a hangover go away is to sit 
and wait for your body to metabolize its way 
through the acetaldehyde and convert the 
evil-doer into a more benign by-product 
known as acetate. 

 

So where does the Sprite come in? The 
researchers at Sun Yat-Sen looked through 
57 different drink combinations and found 
that Sprite is apparently the best at speeding 
up the body’s ability to metabolize 
acetaldehyde, thus reducing the amount of 

time you have to spend in misery. Contrary 
to popular belief, various types of herbal teas 
didn’t prove to have any benefit to the 
metabolizing process, and some herbal teas 
were found to even extend the total length of 
the hangover. 

 

So there you have it. No need to eat a big 
meal before going out. In fact, don’t even 
bother wasting crucial minutes of your 
weekend drinking a boring glass of water 
before bed. Seriously, just drink a Sprite 
when you wake up and you’ll be fine. And 
then send your complaints to Sun Yat-Sen 
University when you find yourself once again 
laying on the couch watching Netflix all 
Saturday. 

Once again, we publish this without any 
other proof than what is written.  But 
seeing as it only involves a softdrink, in 
particular SPRITE, why not have a few cans 
at the ready.   Ed 

AND WHILE WE ARE STILL IN THE 

CHRISTMAS SILLY SEASON 

12 Heartburn Remedies Plus Causes & 
Prevention Tips 

 

Heartburn or pyrosis is a painful and 
burning sensation in the esophagus, just 
below the breastbone usually associated 
with regurgitation of gastric acid. The pain 
often rises in the chest and may radiate to 
the neck, throat, or angle of the jaw. 
It’s is a major symptom of 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD); 
acid reflux is also identified as one of the 
causes of chronic cough, and may even 
mimic asthma. 
Despite its name, it actually has nothing 
to do with the heart; it is so called due to 
a burning sensation near to where this 
vital organ is located – although some 
cardio problems may give rise to a similar 
burning sensation. 
Compounding the confusion is the fact 
that hydrochloric acid from the stomach 
comes back up the esophagus because 
of a problem with the cardiac sphincter, a 
valve which misleadingly contains the 
word “cardiac,” referring to the cardia as 
part of the stomach and not, as might be 
thought, to the heart. Source: Wikipedia. 
Treatment: 

Everybody’s different so what works for 
one may not work for another. Once 
you’ve found a remedy that works–stick 
with it. 

1. Chamomile Tea: Sip during 
attacks as well as after meals to 
prevent it from happening in the 
first place. 

2. Peppermint Tea: Same as above. 
3. Baking Soda & Water: This will 

help neutralize stomach acid but 
should only be used moderately, 
regular use could dramatically 
increase one’s salt intake 
(baking soda is high in salt). Mix 
1/2 tsp to 1 tsp of baking soda 
per glass of water. Due to the 
high salt content in baking soda, 
pregnant women shouldn’t use 
this treatment. 

4. Ginger: Cook into food, sip 
Ginger tea or chew a fresh piece 
for relief. 

5. Celery: Eating a stalk of raw 
celery can help (excellent choice 
for pregnant women). 

6. Almonds: Chew on raw almonds 
until discomfort eases–just a 
handful should do it. 

7. Apple Cider Vinegar: Is there 
anything that ACV can’t tackle? 
A teaspoon to two tablespoons 
(whatever is needed) of apple 
cider vinegar should stop this in 
its tracks. Another option is to 
mix apple cider vinegar with 
honey (2:1 ratio). 

8. Mustard: Take a spoonful (or two 
if needed) of mustard when 

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2013/fo/c3fo60282f#%21divAbstract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heartburn
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discomfort hits…will take a 
minute or two to bring relief. 

9. Pickle Juice: Take a drink or two 
of this to settle the stomach. 

10. Pineapple: Eat a slice or two of 
fresh pineapple when it hits or 
right after meals. 

11. Yogurt: Eating a couple spoonfuls 
of yogurt when you feel it coming 
on can help ease it away. If one 
regularly suffers from this, try 
adding yogurt to the diet on a 
regular basis–it’s good for you in 
more ways than one (excellent 
choice for pregnant women). 

12. Lemon Juice: Add 1 teaspoon 
lemon juice to half a glass of 
water and drink. 

Symptoms: 

 Burning feeling or sense of 
pressure inside the chest 

 Burping 

 Bitter or sour taste in the mouth 

 Rising bile in the throat 

You may be suffering from acid reflux 
disease if symptoms are persistent and 
experienced on a daily basis, check with 
a doctor. 

 

Pay attention to diet, if a common culprit 
is found every time this occurs avoid 
eating it in the future. Some habits and 
foods that are common triggers: 
Foods: 

 Chocolate 

 Coffee & caffeine beverages or 
foods 

 Soda beverages 

 Fried & fatty foods 

 Spicy foods 

 Tomatoes 

 Onions 

Habits: 

 Smoking: This activity can affect 
the digestive system and the 
esophagus. If a regular smoker 
suffers from this, consider 
quitting or at least dramatically 
reducing the amount of 
cigarettes smoked. 

 Shed Tight Clothing: Wearing 
clothes or belts that are tight 
around the waist can trigger it. 

 Snacking Before Bed: Avoid eating 
2 or 3 hours before going to bed 
or laying down to give the body 
time to digest the food eaten. 

 Lose Weight: If you are a few 
pounds overweight or even 
obese, losing weight can help 
stop regular occurrences of 
discomfort. 

 Exercise: Going for a walk after 
each meal will help the body 
digest. If that’s not possible for 
every meal, do it at least once a 
day after the heaviest meal 
(usually supper). 

Note: These are simply tips and 
information, they’re not professional 
medical advice and not intended to 
replace professional medical care. 

__________________________________________________ 

ANOTHER REMINDER 

Sub Branch membership for 

2014 is now due. 

Local members in Angeles can 
pay by cash to Dallas Drake 

or Ron Parrott but those 
remote can do so by: 

Members with Australian Bank Account 
can DIRECT Transfer to our Commonwealth 
Bank of Australia Account.(AUD$20.00) 

Account Name = Returned Services League 
Angeles City Sub Branch 

BSB 062 905 Account #  10153195 

Philippine Resident Members living outside 
our immediate area may pay (Php800.00 ) 
DIRECT into any China Bank Branch  

Beneficiary Bank = China Banking 
Corporation Philippines, 

Beneficiary Customer=ANGELES CITY RSL  
Account Number = 281-028301-5  

Branch = SM CLARK CITY 

Members who are not financial by APRIL 25 
will be removed from the members listing. 

We trust you will stay with us and help build a 
stronger RSL Sub Branch. 

______________________________________ 

Are You Eligible For DVA 
Assistance? 

There are four Australian Government Acts 
which provide compensation coverage for 
current and former members of the A.D.F. 

They are:- 

Veterans' Entitlements Act 1986 (VEA) 

Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 
1988 (SRCA) 

Military Rehabilitation and Compensation 
Act 2004 (MRCA) 

Defence Act 1903 (DA) 

Please use the table shown below as a guide 
to see which Act may provide benefits to you 
for a compensable injury or illness. For 
further information on eligibility and 
claiming, please contact the Department on 
133 254 , your local DVA office or visit the 
Department’s internet site, www.dva.gov.au 

Notes:- 

The benefits you may be entitled to when 
claiming for compensation will depend on:- 

The date on which your injury or illness 
occurred (for SRCA, DA and MRCA 
purposes), or 

The period of service to which your injury or 
disease can be related (for VEA purposes). 

For service before 7th December 1972, 
members are covered under the SRCA (and 
its predecessor legislation) for Peacetime 
service and under the VEA for Operational 
and Peacekeeping service. 

There was no provision for "Hazardous 
Service" at that time. 

Members who enlisted after 22nd May 1986 
and did not complete 3 years “Continuous 
Full Time 

Service” before 6th April 1994, but were 
discharged as medically unfit, may claim 
under the VEA. 

Hazardous service, is service which has been 
declared in writing, by the Minister of 
Defence to be hazardous. 

____________________________________ 

 

 

http://www.dva.gov.au/
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CHANGE IN DRESS REGULATIONS 

We have all had to do it sometime during our stay in the Philippines, a trip to Immigration for 
VISA matters. 

Each trip involved in getting dressed up in long pants, a proper shirt and closed shoes. 

Recently there has been a change in dress policy. Men can now visit immigration offices 
dressed in shorts. Not just any scruffy old shorts however, decent, and they must be long 
enough to touch your knees. 

Here is a brief summary about the new dress code. This is a direct extract from Immigration: 

MINIMUM DRESS CODE REQUIREMENTS 

A. FOR MEN 

Top: Sleeved-shirts that cover the shoulders and waist in its entirely are required. 

Bottom: Men wearing shorts will be allowed access to the Bureau, provided, that it is at 
minimum knee length. Sports shorts and sweatpants are not allowed. 

B. FOR WOMEN 

Top: Women wearing tank tops with straps that are the width of three (3) fingers are permitted 
entrance into the building. Any thinner straps (I.e. stringed-straps) will be denied entry. Shirts 
must cover the cleavage and waist in its entirely. 

Bottom: Women wearing shorts and skirts will be allowed entry to the bureau office, provided, 
that said apparel must not be shorter than three (3) inches above the knee. Sweatpants, sport 
and workout shorts are not allowed. 

II. STRICT ADHERENCE 

A. DECENT ATTIRE 

The proposed dress code only identifies the minimum requirements for entry. All articles of 
clothing and footwear must also be worn properly and in good condition (i.e. no holes, rips, 
stains, etc.). Undergarments must not be visible. 
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MANILA, Philippines 

 — U.S. and Philippine officials signed an 
agreement Monday for Washington to 
restore a cemetery north of Manila where 
the graves of thousands of American 
service members and dependents have 
been covered in ash since Mount 
Pinatubo’s 1991 eruption. 

 
The accord calls for the American Battle 
Monuments Commission to repair and 
maintain the Clark Veterans Cemetery for 
at least 10 years. President Barack 
Obama had earlier signed a law to 
finance the Philippine-owned cemetery’s 
upkeep. 

 
The U.S. Air Force hastily abandoned 
Clark Air Base, where the cemetery is 
located, after Mount Pinatubo’s eruption. 
In 1994, American veterans were 
shocked to find the 7-hectare (17-acre) 
cemetery covered in ash and weeds with 
half of its old steel fence looted. They 
cleaned up the graves but have since 
struggled to maintain the cemetery 
through volunteer work and donations. 

 
Although the cemetery looks tidier today, 
it is still covered by about a foot (30 
centimeters) of ash, partially burying 
tombstones and obscuring names, dates 
and epitaphs. 

 
American veterans, who have been 
campaigning to prod the U.S. government 
to take charge of the cemetery’s repair 
and maintenance, welcomed the 
agreement, which was signed by U.S. 
Ambassador Philip Goldberg and Arnel 
Casanova, president of Manila’s Bases 
Conversion and Development Authority, 
“This brings to a close a three-year 
campaign effort to get the U.S. cemetery 
to be remembered,” said former Navy 
Capt. Dennis Wright, who saw action in 
Vietnam and is now a business executive 
in Clark, which has become a bustling 
industrial and recreation center. 

 
“We used to call it the cemetery that 
America forgot,” he said. 

 
John Gilbert, a retired U.S. Army officer 
who heads a group of American veterans 
at Clark, said an initial U.S. government 
funding of $5 million would bring the 
cemetery at par with other beautifully 
landscaped burial grounds of U.S. 
veterans in Manila and elsewhere. 

Additional U.S. funding would be needed 
to construct a visitors’ center and 
maintain the property. 

 
The cemetery holds the remains of 8,600 
people, including 2,200 Americans and 
nearly 700 allied Philippine Scouts who 
took part in conflicts from the early 1900s 
to the resistance against brutal Japanese 
occupation in World War II. 
Clark’s dead also include military 
dependents and civilians who worked for 
the U.S. wartime government and at least 
2,139 mostly unidentified soldiers whose 
marble tombstones are labeled 
“Unknown.” 

 
Once developed and possibly turned into 
a war memorial, the cemetery could draw 
in tourists, Philippine officials have said. 
Before the U.S. government decided to 
take charge of the cemetery, Clark’s 
elderly veterans worried about who would 
look after the cemetery as their ranks 
dwindle. An increasing number of 
veterans have passed away and been 
buried at the cemetery. 

___________________________ 

Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Subscription 

List  Monday, 16 December 2013 VA018 

TOWARDS 2020: A 
BLUEPRINT FOR 

VETERANS AFFAIRS 

Today, the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, 
Senator the Hon. Michael Ronaldson, and 
the Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) 
Secretary, Mr Simon Lewis PSM, jointly 
launched the Department’s new strategic 
plan, DVA towards 2020.  

While visiting staff at the DVA State Office 
in Melbourne this morning, Senator 
Ronaldson took the opportunity to 
congratulate the Department on 
cementing its commitment to being a  
client-focused organisation, with the 
release of its new strategic plan. 

“The Secretary and I share a 
determination to ensure that the core 
strategy of the Department going forward 
is one that is fully client focussed, 
responsive and connected,”  
Senator Ronaldson said. 

“Over the next five years, the Department 
of Veterans’ Affairs is set to undergo the 
most significant change in its history. This 

is a unique challenge for the Department 
and one which we must look to with 
optimism, as an opportunity and not a 
threat. 

Senator Ronaldson said that the sad but 
inevitable decline of our Second World 
War veterans will continue, and our 
Korean, Malaysian, Borneo and Vietnam 
veterans will continue to age and require 
different services. For veterans of more 
recent conflictions, their needs are no 
less complex nor less pressing. 

“Change is inevitable, but our approach to 
that change must reflect our core 
philosophy. As we face up to the 
challenges of the future we must not 
forget where we have come from, and 
must not lose sight of where we are 
going. 

“This strategy will enable DVA to look 
confidently to the future as we, as a 
nation, continue to provide care and 
support to veterans and their families. In 
particular, the Government is determined 
to ensure the nation’s response to the 
mental health needs of veterans and their 
families continues to evolve and improve 
as new strategies and treatment 
opportunities are identified. 

“This strategic plan leaves me in no doubt 
that DVA will continue to support the 
veteran community and will not lose sight 
of the challenges that lay ahead,” Senator 
Ronaldson said. 

DVA’s strategic plan DVA towards 2020 is 
available on the DVA website. 

________________________________ 

 

 

 

http://www.dva.gov.au/aboutDVA/publications/corporate/towards2020/Pages/index.aspx
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DISCLAIMER 

DISCLAIMER 

The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the  

R&SLA, the Committee and the 
Editor take no responsibilities for 
any errors, omissions or inaccuracies 
contained in this newsletter. Nor do 
they accept any liability for loss or 
damage suffered directly or 
indirectly for use of information 
contained in this newsletter. Nor do 
they warrant that articles or opinions 
published in this newsletter are 
necessarily the opinions held by the 
Sub-branch, the Committee or the 
Editor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ON SALE NOW 

Australia Day 

Fiesta 2014 Shirts 

Only 500 pesos 

Available from these outlets 

Friends, Baby Dolls, Garfields, Emotions, Stampede, 

Walkabout, Orchid Group, Moons, Ponderosa 

or 

see Kooka at Ponderosa Tuesdays between 2pm and 

4pm 

or phone 09306281813 

  

                                      To buy some tickets:  

 Come to the Ponderosa any day 

 Ask a waitress at our supporting businesses 

 Ask an RSL committee member 

 Text Greg Mann at 0929-825-4830 

 If you are away and would like to purchase tickets now, email your requirements to 
Greg Mann on      gregoryjmann@msn.com     place the required funds into one of our 
bank accounts shown on page 7 to this newsletter and tickets will be reserved for you. 

 

AUSTRALIA DAY MONSTER 
RAFFLE TICKETS 

NOW ON SALE 

Look at these great prizes for the 
Monster raffle! 

Tickets are ₱100 each or 
₱1,000p for a book of 11. 

(Or $25.00) 

Proceeds from this raffle constitute a 
large portion of our Medical Mission 

annual budget. 

mailto:gregoryjmann@msn.com
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TOP END FILIPINOS IN THE  
AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE (AIF) 

Part 5 :  Private Ricardo Conanan 

Ricardo and Elias Conanan were the only sons of Tolentino Garcia Conanan (1858-1921) from the village of Ybajay in the province of 
Aklan, Panay Island. Tolentino came to Thursday Island in about 1881 as a pearlshell diver. In 1890, he sailed to Hong Kong where he 
married a Portuguese woman named Emelia Constantina Da Souza (1864-1902), and on Thursday Island they raised five children.  

After Emilia’s death in 1902, Tolentino took his children to Darwin where he was again a diver. Both of Tolentino’s sons volunteered for the 
AIF in 1915. 

Ricardo Conanan (1894-1942) 

Tolentino and Emelia’s first son, born on Thursday Island on 14 August 1894, was christened ‘Ricardo Warivin Da Souza Conanan’.  

Ricardo attended a recruiting meeting at Darwin Town Hall on 20 September 1915 and volunteered immediately. He was sworn-in on 
6 October 1915, aged 21. The following evening, a smoke social was held to farewell the Fourth Northern Territory Contingent. A 
commemorative program was printed on silk, with the names of the contingent members including four Filipino-Australians [Northern 
Territory Library, 243112: Manuscript 37]. 

In Brisbane, Ricardo was attached to ‘A’ Company, 8th Depot Battalion at Bell’s Paddock Camp (later part of Enoggera military barracks).  
Ricardo’s next-of-kin was his wife Lucy – Lucy Conanan was part-Aboriginal and they had no children; Lucy was evacuated from Darwin 
during World War 2, and died in Adelaide in 1944. 

Ricardo was discharged on 17 December 1915 as permanently medically unfit – he suffered from sciatica and diver’s palsy as a result of 
being a pearlshell diver for at least the past six years, a common disability found amongst former divers in the Philippines even today. The 
doctor wrote: “Possibly lying on the ground & marching has reawakened the condition”. Ricardo would have been entitled to receive the 
‘Volunteer, Medically Unfit’ badge. 

In 1924, Ricardo was sworn-in as a Special Constable for a police expedition to Arnhem Land to search for survivors of the steamer SS 
Douglas Mawson which had been wrecked by a cyclone in the Gulf of Carpentaria. Ricardo was described thus: “coloured fisherman and 
bushman, who has been twice in the district to be visited, and speaks the language of the aborigines”.  

‘Cardo’ Conanan was a noted billiards and snooker player in Darwin, as well as a footballer and an accomplished accordion player. On 19 
February 1942, Ricardo was a labourer on the Darwin wharf, working on the cargo ship SS Barossa, when he was killed during the first 
Japanese air raid on Darwin. 

These Top End Filipinos who served under the Slouch Hat and ‘Rising Sun’ should not be forgotten.   

Paul A Rosenzweig 

paul.rosenzweig@hotmail.com  

More info at: https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger  

 

mailto:paul.rosenzweig@hotmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger
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SOME RSL SUB BRANCH ADVERTISING 

AUSTRALIA DAY FIESTA - ANGELES CITY 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 

TENT AND CURRY COOK-OFF ENTRY FORM  

 

ORGANIZATION………………………………………………………………………………. 

CONTACT NAME…………………………………………………………………...…………. 

ADDRESS…………….………………………………………………………………………….. 

PHONE # ………………………………………. 

EMAIL…………………………………………………………………………………………….  

Note: Participation in the Curry Cook-Off is optional: 

_______  We WILL be participating in the Curry Cook-Off. Needed: 2 free T-Shirt sizes:   ______, _______. 

_______  We WILL NOT be participating in the Curry Cook-Off 

The costs for the 2013 Australia Day Fiesta events are as follows: 

 Full tent (16' x16', with two 8' tables and 8 chairs)(not competing):                                ₱5,000  

1. Half tent ( 8' x16', with one 8' tables and 4 chairs)(not competing):                     ₱3,000 

2. Full tent  & competing in the curry cook-off:                                                        ₱6,000 

3. Half tent & competing in the curry cook-off:                                                        ₱ 4,000  

4. Extra Tables (round, seats 6):                            Quantity: ______________                ₱ 100  each 

5. Extra Chairs:                                                      Quantity: ______________                 ₱  25  each 

 

We want a _________ Full tent            _________ Half tent          (Check one) 
 

We will be selling or providing entertainment as follows:………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Checks are to be made to: Angeles City RSL Australia Day Fiesta and are due no later January 1, 2014. 
 

I agree with the attached rules for tent usage and, if applicable, the curry cook-off participation. 

 

__________________________________________   ______________________ 

Signed          Date 

OFFICE USE 

Payment Received   P………Date……………Received by……………….Receipt No……………………... 

Contact: Greg Mann: gregoryjmann@msn.com  Tel: 0929-825-4830 

Conducted by the members of the RETURNED & SERVICES LEAGUE OF AUSTRALIA 

ANGELES CITY – PHILIPPINES SUB BRANCH 

WWW.RSLANGELESCITY.COM 

 

mailto:gregoryjmann@msn.com
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  Fiesta  2014 
                                                       Conducted by the members of the  

RETURNED & SERVICES LEAGUE OF AUSTRALIA – ANGELES CITY SUB-BRANCH 

www.rslangelescity.com 

January 26, 2014 

Fields Avenue Street Party 

10:00AM-6:00 PM 

Plan on attending the annual Street Party organized by the RSL. 

Events include: 

 Food and beverage offered by local businesses 

 Curry cook-off and sampling 

 “Monster Raffle” ticket sales and awards 

 Auction of great items 

 Music 

 FRIENDS, FRIEND, and more FRIENDS 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Little Bruce and Jenny are only 10 years old, but they know they are in love. One day they decide that they want to get 
married, so Bruce goes to Jenny's father to ask him for her hand. 

Bruce bravely walks up to him and says, "Mr. Smith, me and Jenny are in love and I want to ask you for her hand in marriage." 

Thinking that this was just the cutest thing, Mr. Smith replies, "Well Bruce, you are only 10. Where will you two live?" 

Without even taking a moment to think about it, Bruce replies, "In Jenny's room. It's bigger than mine and we can both fit 
there nicely." 

Mr. Smith says with a huge grin, "Okay, then how will you live? You're not old enough to get a job. You'll need to support 
Jenny." 

Again, Bruce instantly replies, "Our allowance, Jenny makes five bucks a week and I make 10 bucks a week. That's about 60 
bucks a month, so that should do us just fine." 

Mr. Smith is impressed Bruce has put so much thought into this.  
 
"Well Bruce, it seems like you have everything figured out. I just have one more question. What will you do if the two of you 
should have little children of your own?" 

Bruce just shrugs his shoulders and says, "Well, we've been lucky so far." 

Mr. Smith no longer thinks the little shit is quite so adorable. 

If you would like to rent a tent for the day 
contact Greg Mann at; 

T: 0929-825-4830; Email: 
gregoryjmann@msn.com  

(SEE DETAILS PAGE 12 ABOVE) 

http://www.rslangelescity.com/
mailto:gregoryjmann@msn.com
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Clubhouse: Ponderosa Hotel 

1734 San Pablo St., 
Mt.View Balibago, Angeles City 2009, Philippines 

 

President 

James Curtis-Smith 
Mobile: + 63-917-503-2602 
Email:   president@rslangelescity.com 

Vice Presidents 

Bob Barnes 
Mobile: +63-928-145-6756 
Email:   jeddabob@hotmail.com 

Greg Mann 
Mobile: +63-929-825-4830 
Email:   gregoryjmann@msn.com 

Secretary 

Dallas Drake 
Mobile: +63-916-524-3084 
Email:   secretary@rslangelescity.com 

Treasurer                                            

Ronald (Ron) Parrott 
Mobile: +63-939-936-5939 
Email:   treasurer@rslangelescity.com 

Editor 

Larry Smith 
Email:   editor@rslangelescity.com 

 

PICTURES OF THE 2013 PRESIDENT’S DRINKS 

             

These two blokes came from Australia for the occasion            Two US Special Forces and two Aussie blokes 
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        Rob Cairns and Co enjoying the afternoon                                                     Dallas conducting sub branch administration with a beer in hand 

VP Greg Mann no doubt talking about the Australia Day Fiesta coming soon                         Enjoying a San Miguel in the shade 

                               Tex and Vivian catch up                                                                  Where many members no doubt ended up after the drinks session   
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MERRY CHRISTMAS 

AND 

 

 

 


